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Density, and Pressure 
3. THE MESH GENERATION CODE 
3.1 Program IJse and Operation 
3.2 Output Listings 
3.3 Plots of the Generated Mesh 
REFERENCES 
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In this report we present listings of the source listings 
and a number of test cases to exemplify the use of the computer 
codes employed to calculate flows about 2-D inlets in a super- 
sonic free stream and to generate computational grids. The 
program that calculates 2-D inlets flow fields makes use of an 
implicit algorithm to solve the 2-D time-dependent Euler equa- 
tions (ref. 1). The mesh generation program (ref. 2) uses the 
algorithm developed in reference 3 to generate nonorthogonal 
grids. 
Problem formulation, mathematical framework and the overall 
logic of the programs are presented in a separate report (ref. 4). 
In the first part of this report we present the input data, speci- 
fication of initial and boundary conditions, operating instructions 
and answer listings obtained from the 2-D Euler solver for a 
drooped-cowl inlet. The test case involves supercritical inlet 
operation at a subdesign Mach number, M = 2.09. In the second 
part of this report input data, boundary conditions and answer 
listings are presented for the mesh generation program. Complete 
listings of the codes are given in Appendices A and B. 
2. THE CODE FOR THE CALCULATION OF 2-D INLET 
FLOW FIELDS (THE EULER CODE) 
In this section we present the input data, specification of 
initial and boundary conditions and answer listings for the 
drooped-cowl inlet (fig. 1) for which the design Mach number is 
r 20 DEG (INITIAL) II 
INLET WIDTH = 7.62 cm. 
INLET CAPTURE AREA = 58.1 cm2 
Figure l.- Isentropic-compression, drooped-cowl 
inlet configuration. 
MC‘3 = 3.00. Free stream conditions at Mco = 2.09 are prescribed as 
initial conditions. The incident ramp shock is captured by 
starting the integration downstream of the ramp leading edge and 
placing six points on the inflow boundary downstream of the ramp- 
leading edge shock. Values of flow variables at these locations 
are found from oblique shock tables (ref. 5). Initialization of 
flow variables is done in SUB.INITIA. 
The sample input data for the 46x22 grid is given in section 
2.1. The output listings from the computer program are given in 
section 2.2 and contour plots (obtained via a library subroutine 
at NASA/Ames Research Center) are presented in section 2.3. 
2.1 Program Use and Operation 
In this section we give a detailed description of the input 
information required to run a typical test case, e.g., calcula- 
tion of the drooped-cowl inlet. The initial field as well as 
values of various constants are evaluated in SUB.INITIA. This 
subroutine also reads the input data except for the last card, 
which specifies geometry and the type of duct-outflow boundary 
condition to be used. This last card is read by SUB.BC. We now 





























Maximum number of time steps 
Maximum number of points along 5, 
where 5 is the coordinate along 
the body. 
Maximum number of points along n, 
where n is the coordinate that 
crosses 5. 
Incremental number of time steps 
after which SUB.MAP is called. 
The function of SUB.MAP is de- 
scribed in reference 4. 
Flag for upwind differencing. If 
METH > 0, program skips upwind 
differencing. 
Option for grid system. If READ 
' 0, reads grid from disc (file 
number 3). 
If INVIS > 0, program accounts for 
viscous effects: if INVIS = 0, the 
calculation is inviscid 
If IREGO > 0, reads initial field 
from disc, otherwise starts from 
free stream conditions. 
If ISTORE > 0, solution data 
stored on disc (file number 4). 
First c-interior point, set to 1. 
Last S-interior point, set to 
JMAX-1 
Index for calling plot routine. 
If set to zero it skips the plot 
routine. Otherwise calls the 
routine at the specified interval. 
If IUPWIND > 0, skips upwind dif- 
ferencing. 
Not relevant to this implementa- 
tion of this code. Set IOSCIL=O. 
If LAMIN 2 0, calculates turbulent 
viscosity. 
Courant number; set to about 10 
(see ref. 4). 
3 




















x-increment used in SUB.GRID. For 
grid read off the disc set DX=O. 
y-increment, as above. 
Free stream Mach number. 
Pseudo viscosity coefficient. Set 
to about 10 times the time step. 
Used in SUB.GRID. Here set EPS=O. 
Reynolds number. In case of 
inviscid calculation set to about 
106. 
Angle of attack. 
Not relevant to this implentation 
of this code. For the inlet cal- 
culation set to zero. 
If LFAC = 1 outflow is subsonic, 
otherwise it is supersonic. 
If JAXI = 0 flow is plane 2-D, 
If JAXI = 1 flow is axisymmetric. 
Sample Input for Test Case 
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2.3 Contour Plots of Velocity, Mach Number, 
Density, and Pressure 
VELOCITY VECTORS 
8-a IM u-u mur mm m Ml8188R 
Mm= 2.09 a= 0.00 Rc= 0.0 
47 







M Q)= 2.09 a= 0.00 Rc= 0.0 
49 
DENSITY CONTOURS 8-s llun u4.R mm mm LCIL LoII81%4R 







ä -m mm u-am mn mm OAL mmmmm 







D-D mm Mm mrrr, nn m m11)1u 
a= 0.00 Re= 0.0 
53 
3. THE MESH GENERATION CODE 
In This section we present the input data, answer listings 
and plots for the inlet geometry shown in figure 1. The com- 
putational grid is generated as a 46x22 mesh. 
3.1 Program Use and Operation 
In this section we give a description of the input infor- 
mation required to run a typical test case, e.g., the 
calculation of a nonorthogonal grid for the drooped-cowl inlet. 
Various subroutines have been modified to accommodate a flexi- 
bility for input data for the present calculations. 

















Number of grid points in the x- 
direction in the wake including 
the trailing edge point. Set to 
1 for the present calculations. 
Number of grid points in the y- 
direction. 
Number of iterations to be used 
in creating the unclustered 
grid. 
x-direction coordinate of rear- 
ward boundary. 
x-direction coordinates of front 
boundary. 
y-direction coordinate of top 
boundary. 
y-direction coordinate of bottom 
boundary. 
x-direction coordinate of lead- 
ing edge of cowl. 
x-direction coordinate of trail- 






































x-direction coordinate of lead- 
ing edge of ramp. 
Minimum y-increment on rearward 
boundary for initial conditions. 
Location on the x-axis of the 
special clustering origin. 
Location on the y-axis of the 
special clustering origin. 
Angle (in degrees), about which 
angular clustering is done. 
Parameter determining the 
strength of angular clustering. 
For equal-angular distribution 
set to zero. Otherwise values 
in the range 1 to 5. 
Parameter for Thompson solver, 
values between 0 to 2 recom- 
mended. 
Minimum y-direction spacing for 
final clustering. 
Title on each SC4020 plot resulting from 
each run. 
Description of the cowl. 
Cards 9, 10, . . . - All cards following 
card 9 contain in columns 1 to 10 and 
11 to 20 two floating-point numbers, x 
and yr respectively, which are coordi- 
nates of points on the cowl surface 
defining the airfoil shape. The points 
should be ordered counterclockwise. 
Cards 55, 56, . . . - Coordinates of the 
ramp, inflow boundary and outer boundary. 
It should be noted that the number of points in the <-direc- 
tion (along the body) is specified in PROGRAM.MAIN by assigning 
an integer value to the variable NBOD. We have further modified 
55 
SUB.OUTER such that it allows the boundary points along the ramp, 
inflow boundary and the outer boundary to be specified point by 
point. For each different geometry, these boundary points must 
be prescribed in SUB.OUTER. 
56 
Sample Input for Test Case 
7.25 
. .__----- ,-_---- --__... __.-. 
3.4249 CARD 16 
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